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Download.Share this article on LinkedIn Email Ford, which is relying on Formula 1 for the future of its global motorsport
portfolio, has started discussing a buy-out of Manor as a solution to the financial troubles threatening its F1 involvement.

Although currently considered a supporter of Manor owner and chairman Eddie Jones, Ford's motorsport boss Alan Gutierrez is
considering alternatives as its F1 plans have been significantly affected by the ongoing team's financial problems. Manor was

one of two F1 teams that were not paid at the start of the year, along with Caterham, and it is understood it is facing a potential
liquidation after being unable to obtain a bank facility. Autosport has been told that Ford has had talks with Jones about his

future plans. It is understood that while Jones has publicly insisted he has no intention of selling the team, he may now accept
offers from those prepared to buy the team's assets. Manor is understood to be seeking offers from some of its partner teams,
including Force India, who are considered to be prepared to support it financially. Although Force India is understood to be

interested in buying the assets of the team, it is also under pressure to balance its own budgets with a lack of funds. The team is
also understood to be interested in buying the assets of Racing Point, which is understood to be willing to sell. Gutierrez has

been working on alternative ideas since the start of the year as it became clear that F1 was no longer offering support to any of
its struggling teams. It has not ruled out investing in new racing-car technology and it has also shown interest in the IMSA Tudor

United SportsCar Championship. But although it has ruled out supporting the team through its existing manufacturer supply
agreement, Ford has been studying possible solutions. When asked about a possible buy-out, Gutierrez told AUTOSPORT:

"That's just the right question. We have to look at all the options. "I am looking at all the options that we have to continue F1, to
continue to support F1. "I am looking to see what's next. "I don't want to sit on my hands and do nothing until we have got an

idea of what's next. "So that's why we are looking at all the options." Gutierrez has met with former F1 team bosses Flavio
Briatore, R
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